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EDITOR’S
NOTE
It’s that time of year when we all take a
moment to pause and give thanks for our
friends and family, for the people who support us in our daily endeavors. For me, that
entails thanking a long list of folks without
whom I’d be little more than a madman in a
small office, having long since been fired as
Editor.

SANDY ISAAC

had a range of photographic contributions,
from professional photographers to the
eight-year-old son of a POC member.
Awesome work everyone! If I had the budget, I’d see that each of you was awarded a
2012 Porsche of your choice for volunteering your time. But since we don’t have the
budget for such luxuries, the appropriate
POC bucks and service points will have to
do. But when you see Mike Takaki next,
pester him about increasing the Velocity
budget to include those free car giveaways.
You deserve them.

First off, I’d like to thank my Velocity family –
John Armstrong, Cathy Robson, Rob Pinedo,
and Andrew Weyman. If you find the articles
dynamic and polished, with lovely punctuation, free of typos, please give John a big pat
on the back the next time you see him.
Sadly, I suffer from typo-blindness. It’s a real
condition with no cure except to find someone smarter than yourself, which I did. If you
agree that our magazine is filled with spectacular photography and appreciate the correct driver captions on each photo, give
Cathy a big thank you at our next track event.
But odds are you won’t find her because
she’ll be standing trackside, in the dust and
heat, her ears ringing from race exhausts,
snapping photo after photo. Then there’s
Rob Pinedo, the guy who designs this magazine, lays out the cover, articles, pictures, and
advertisements, and then is harassed to
death by the Editor with emails and phone
calls as we put the issue to bed. Thank you!
And last but definitely not least, I need to
thank Andrew Weyman, our Production
Manager, who gently but firmly keeps the
train moving forward to the station as we
finalize each issue.

Outside my Editor duties, as a proud
Porsche Owners Club driver, I’d like to thank
the other drivers in the White Time Trial
group for their patience waiting to get pointed by the slowest car in the group. And I’m
willing to forgive the few that were not
patient, too. In addition, thanks to the entire
membership for embracing my non-Porsche
240Z into the GT6 Class. I have enjoyed
chatting with a few POC members who
admitted to owning a Z and loving it.

Then there are the dozens of POC volunteer
journalists who have brought their unique
points of view to each issue by reporting on
our events. And that thanks extends to our
amateur photographers who have taken the
time to email or mail me photo CDs. We’ve

So as 2011 comes to a close, I’d like to
remind you all that after hugging your
Porsche, remember to hug those people in
your life who give you the opportunity to do
what you love. See you at the track.
Cheers.
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And speaking of our President, I’d like to
thank Mike and Marketing Director Bruce
Wells for giving me the opportunity to bring
Velocity to the Porsche Owners Club membership. I’m not sure if they curse the day
that they offered me the gig. But I finally
made a publication deadline after two years
of trying! We published five issues in 2011.
Count ‘em. FIVE! So I’ve got that going for
me at the very least.

On the Cover:
Spectacular original artwork by Alan Scott
Greene.
Pastel yellow blending into a blaze of
orange, red, and purples of an Arizona landscape at sunset all add up to a breathtaking
view. The pastel yellow Porsche 356 SC
gleamed in the foreground and really caught
the attention of this 11 year-old kid. His
father told him, “This is a view you won’t
soon forget, Alan.” He was right.
“Over four decades later I can still see every
detail of that moment as if it were yesterday.
It was like a Peter Max panorama, so alive
with vibrant primary colors,” says Greene.
Read more on page 34
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Wow, another year is over. It was amazing how fast
the months went by with so many exciting events
like the Triple Crown, Tribute to Le Mans, JE Piston
Enduro Series, Racers Clinics, Instructors Clinic,
Drivers Clinics, Time Trials, Performance Driving
Series events, and even an autocross sponsored by
Porsche. We added a new track, the Pomona
Fairgrounds, to the PDS series and revisited
Thunderhill Raceway, where we haven't been for a
few years, for Cup Races and Time Trials. Kip
Waterhouse did a terrific job with the scheduling this
year, and wait till you see next year's schedule. It's
going to be equally good.
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We did experience an unexpected, sad moment with
the passing of Bill Fox at Mazda Raceway Laguna
Seca. But I think about him from time to time, smiling with the satisfaction that when it was his time,
he went, after nailing the world-renowned
Corkscrew.
For me, it was a fun year battling for the R6 championship, the outcome of which is unknown as I
write this.
I was surprised and entertained by the number of
drivers competing for this year’s coveted John Deere
award. We won’t know the winner until the 2012
banquet in January. Buttonwillow was a real showcase for the contenders, some with three and four
offs during a session or race.
I also enjoyed observing the many newer drivers to
PDS and Time Trials as they buzzed about the paddock asking questions of the veterans, getting on
the track, and working hard to get their times down.
It reminded me of when I first started competing
with the POC and was so excited the night before
an event that it was hard to sleep. I would get up
an hour before the alarm each and every time. I
hope the club continues to provide such enjoyment
for the members.
I saw plenty of camaraderie in the various groups
within the club. I saw it with the shop camps like
AASE, HRG, Speed Gallery, and 911 Design. I saw it
among the BSR drivers, the GT drivers, R5, R6, and
many other classes. People made friends and
helped one another. The Time Trial drivers gave
encouragement to one another and provided help
with race lines and braking zones. It was great to
see this going on, a sure sign of a healthy club.
One can never finish up a year as great as this without thanking those that made it possible. These are
the unsung heroes working in the background so
everyone else can have a great time. Thanks first to
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my fellow Board Members: Leonard, Bruce,
Carolyn, Kip, Martin, and Marty. It was a pleasure
serving on the Board with these dedicated individuals.
Thanks also to Andrew Weyman and Sandy Isaac
who dedicated themselves to getting five editions of
Velocity out this year.
Many thanks to Craig Trask who managed the
Performance Driving Series and persevered with
that effort despite the fact that we had rain (and
once, snow?!) in each of the events until the Auto
Club Speedway infield event in October. Due to
Craig's efforts, many of the drivers have made the
jump to our Time Trial Series. And speaking of the
Time Trials, many thanks go to Jack Greening,
Danielle Tavizon, and Dave Bruder for organizing and
controlling the grid at each of the events.
Special thanks to Cathy Robson, who came out to
most of the events and snapped thousands of artful
pictures, and to Laurie Taylor who continues to provide dedicated support to this club.
The club’s gratitude also goes out to all the committee members dealing with the website, points,
membership, banquet, and all the other functions
that are essential to the club's operations. I apologize for not listing them all -- there are too many to
name individually -- but you all know who you are.
This year I would also like to thank my wife, Margie,
for her support and companionship. She is a saint
among women for accompanying me to all the dirty
and dusty tracks and even taking pictures when
asked. Thank you, sweetheart.

2012
UPCOMING EVENTS
January 14

56th Annual Banquet
Old Ranch Country Club, Seal Beach, CA

January 28 & 29
PDS #1 & #2

February 11 & 12
Time Trial & Cup Races #1 & #2

February 25 & 26
Drivers Clinic Saturday, PDS #3 Sunday

March 9 - 11
Time Trial & Cup Races #3 & #4, Racers Clinic #1

FIRST
TIMERS
If you are reading Velocity for the first
time and wondering what it might be like
to drive your Porsche on a race track, this
message is for you.
The Porsche Owners Club is a Southern
California based organization of men and
women who were all in the position you
are now – wondering what it would be
like to experience the full performance
capabilities of your car in a way that cannot be achieved on the street. And we
shared the same concerns you are
feeling: Is it safe? Is it scary? Is this
something I can really do? Will I feel
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by John Payne

welcome as a newbie with my driving
experience consisting of driving to work or
to the store? Will I be welcome if I drive a
car other than a Porsche? The answers to
these questions happen to be: Yes. Yes.
Yes. Yes. And yes.
The Porsche Owners Club welcomes new
drivers wholeheartedly and would love to
have YOU join us. We will take you as far as
you want to go. This is a non-profit club.
Our members come from all walks of life.
Some have brand new cars. Some have
cars older than many members. Most of
us have families and are involved in many
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other activities. We do love our cars –
moreso now that we have learned how to
drive them to the limit. Our volunteer
instructors are the best in the business and
will guide you through the process of
learning your car’s true capabilities. You
will have the time of your life!
We encourage you to take the first step and
join us for an introductory day of high
performance driving by calling the club
at 949-360-6475 or emailing us at
officeofpoc@aol.com. We look forward to
seeing you and welcoming you into our
POC family.
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Don Matz and Keith Hulley
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Anderson Cheung

by John Armstrong • photos by Chris Campbell and Virtual Access Photo
Mazda Raceway Laguna Seca, at last. Arriving in
the paddock on Thursday afternoon, August 25,
everyone was thinking the same thing: It’s been
way too long since we raced. The previous POC
race had been back in the first week of June.
There had been more than enough time to study
track videos, modify exhausts to make the 92decible sound limit, and succumb to the temptation to buy those extra tires. Now you just wanted
to get down and kiss that smooth asphalt.
What a venue. What a racetrack. What a cause.
No wonder the weekend was sold out. Once
again, the POC would be raising money for the
Juvenile Diabetes Research Fund, primarily
I8I

through a huge live auction Saturday night organized by Carolyn Pappas and her counterpart at the
JDRF, Kerry Mahler, and rousingly presided over by
event master Drew Waterhouse. There would be a
dinner preceding the auction, and thanks to Martin
Schacht, a wine tasting provided by several local
Paso Robles vineyards. Carolyn drolly described
the fundraising strategy as, “Drink, bid, drink, bid,
drink, bid some more.”

several thousand dollars worth of tuitions to the
Porsche Driving School at Birmingham Barber
Motorsports Park.

Most of the items to be sold at auction were
donated by club members or Porsche-related
businesses. The biggest donor was Porsche Cars
North America. Through the efforts of Area West
Marketing Manager Heather Brant, PCNA donated

In fact, there were plenty of opportunities to
donate $20 and more. For $20 you could walk
the entire track on Friday evening with chief
driving instructor Marty Mehterian and pro driver
Bobby Faieta. That was a deal. Twenty dollars

PCNA also set up an autocross in the paddock,
and they invited the public to try out a variety of
spanking new Porsches on the course with their
professional instructors, for a $20 donation to
the JDRF.

bought you parade laps at noon. Dinner.
The wine tasting, another bargain. It added
up. Quickly. When it was all over the POC
had raised more than $40,000 for Juvenile
Diabetes – an achievement to be proud of.

Ed Muscat

But the three-day weekend would begin in
sorrow. On Friday morning, during the first
Red group practice session, Bill Fox passed
away. He had evidently suffered a heart
attack in the vicinity of the Corkscrew. He
managed to keep his car under control until
he could bring it to a stop in the dirt next to
Turn 10, and no other cars were involved.
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The ambulance got to him within a few minutes,
but paramedics could not revive him. He was 68.
Bill was a warm-hearted guy, a friend to many
club members, and a passionate racer. We offer
our condolences to his devoted wife Jeannette,
who as usual was with him at the track. During
the course of the weekend, the club observed
several silent moments honoring Bill. Mike
Hammond, at age 75 one of the club's most senior members, cast Bill's final moments in a positive light during a toast at the Corkscrew: "What
a way to go for us old guys – in a racecar. You
couldn't ask for anything better."
Saturday’s cup racing drama commenced with the
Green race, which witnessed the continuing
growth of the competitive Boxster Spec class: 14
of the 25 cars were in BSR. The other sizable
classes in Green were R6 and R7, with five drivers
in each category. Qualifying on the pole in

Drink. Bid. Drink. Bid.

Saturday’s race was club president Mike Takaki in
his R6 car with a time of 1:41.805 – an unofficial
track record for the class -- until it was eclipsed
during the race by Dave Elliott who snatched the
R6 victory from him. But the overall win came
down to a classic duel between the hard charging
Dave Potter and Eric Oviatt in their BSRs. In lap
10, Potter passed Oviatt entering the Corkscrew by
boldly putting two wheels in the dirt on the left
side. Both cars wound up going all four off on the
right side on the way down. Somehow they managed to escape contact and walls. After the pass,
Oviatt stayed on Potter’s bumper, and when Potter
got loose exiting Turn 5, Oviatt re-took the lead on
the inside. And that’s the way it ended. In R7,
Paul Young won handily, outpacing his closest
class competitor by a whopping 44 seconds.
The Saturday Red race was destined to be a highspeed thriller as late model Cup cars showed up in

Michael Avenatti

DRIVING FOR DOLLARS
Joel Lepoutre leading them down the corkscrew
droves. Of the 29 cars gridded, 20 were Cups,
and a half dozen of their drivers were ringers
preparing for the IMSA American Le Mans and
GT3 Challenge races coming up in a few
weeks. In Saturday qualifying, longtime POC
member Steve Goldman grabbed the pole position in his 2010 Cup car (classed in GT1) with a
blistering time of 1:31.161. Goldman, who regularly drives in the IMSA races, felt that the
track was a little slow due to a lack of rubber
build-up. But his car, one of several maintained
by Bobby Faieta’s Competition Motorsports, was
perfect, and he didn’t make a single change all
weekend. In the race Goldman never lost the
lead, beating David Calvert-Jones (who took
first in GTC-4) by a comfortable 6.57 seconds.
CJ, an Australian transplant who drives a 2008
Cup car, has only been racing a couple of
years. He attributes his rapid success to his
rural upbringing, driving all the farm vehicles
sideways on dirt roads. That, and lots of data
analysis with Faieta. Third in the race overall
was Michael Avenatti (second in GTC-4), another IMSA racer in a Cup car.
In GT2, the largest Red class, an impressive
performance was turned in by Drew
Waterhouse, who qualified only fourth in class
but had a great start and passed all his class
competitors in Turn 2 of the first lap. In his
comparatively “underpowered” 2004 Cup car
Waterhouse held on to win over Sloan Urry, who
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finished .934 second behind in his 2011 Cup car.
Wondering how a 2011 Cup car could be classed
GT2? We were told it had to do with the noisedeadening pipes cutting down the horsepower. In
the growing GT3 class, Bob Ehrman waltzed away
with the win seven seconds ahead of second place
finisher Nick Richards. Notably absent from the race
was Driver of the Year John Gordon, Ehrman’s
archrival, who had to watch from the pits both days
with a clutch problem.
Other Saturday class winners in the Red race were
Guido Rietdyk, who drives the wheels off his recently
purchased 996 Cup car in GTC-3, and Jesse
Menczer in R3. Menczer, driving a 3.9 liter, streetlegal 997 GT3, managed to finish 11th overall -quite a feat in a race dominated by Cup cars. (That
engine mod does give his car 500 horsepower,
though.)
The weekend’s Orange races were -- well, what did
you expect? Intense. As usual, there was whiteknuckled nose to tail racing among the R5s, and the
GT4s proved that they are a class to be reckoned
with. R5 was represented by 16 cars, making it the
largest class in the club, and there were 13 GT4
cars -- several of which ran neck and neck with the
R5s.
Saturday found Mike Monsalve in his R5 car sitting,
or establishing legal residence, on his accustomed
pole, having qualified in 1:37.439. Behind him were
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the usual suspects, Steve Alarcon, Athan Aronis, and
Steve Parker. Regrettably, and without prior warning,
this race was shortened to six laps because the start
had been delayed by various on-track incidents earlier in the day. With track time at a premium at
Laguna Seca and overtime charged by the minute,
our race officials couldn’t afford to let the schedule
back up.
The only thing that shifted during the short but hard
fought race was that Parker got by Aronis at some
point. When it was over, Monsalve had beaten
Alarcon by .447 second, and Alarcon had nipped
Parker by .149 second. Whew. Aronis crossed the
finish line less than a second after Parker.
In Saturday’s GT4 tussle, Steve Vandecar started the
race as the number one qualifier in his late ‘80s 911,
followed by John Cherniack in his Spec 996, and
Tawfik Benabdeljalil in his 993 Targa. GT4 is emerging as a mutt class, with no two cars alike -- but
they’re some fast dogs. Tawfik, who missed the first
half of the racing season prepping his car for GT4,
got a good start and passed Cherniack in the first
lap. He then reeled in Vandecar, staying close and
studying him for several laps. Concluding that he
had better brakes than Vandecar, he decided to
attempt a pass at the Turn 11 hairpin. He got a great
launch off the Corkscrew and kept up his momentum
all the way to the hairpin, where he successfully executed his plan. Cherniack and John Flynn also snuck
by Vandecar before the checkered flag to take sec-

ond and third.
On Sunday, the order of the races was flipped.
The Orange group raced first, which assured them
a full time allotment for the 12-lapper. Monsalve
had the pole with a 1:37.262. John Flynn surprised a lot of people by qualifying second in his
heavily modified 914, a GT4 car. The starting
lineup after that was predictable, with Alarcon,
Aronis, and Parker ready to pounce. Flynn unfortunately took himself out of competition when he
arrived late at the grid and was DQd for trying to
regain his starting position during the yellow
warm-up laps.
From flag to flag, Monsalve had his hands full
holding off Alarcon, who had a whammy gearbox
at Laguna. Alarcon got alongside him a few
times, but always on the wrong side. “I made
sure of that,” Monsalve confided. He had preplanned every corner. “I know where he can take
me. I’m constantly out there practicing off-line.
At Laguna I don’t have to start at the outside of
the track before I turn in. I’ll give him the outside
and I’ll take the inside.”
Monsalve also acknowledged that the key to beating Alarcon was to out-qualify him. That torqued
up pressure on Alarcon, who had to keep close to
Monsalve while constantly watching his mirrors to
protect his line against the insistent Aronis and
charging Rob Tachovsky. At the checkered flag, it
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was Monsalve by less than half a second over
Alarcon, followed by Aronis a half second later.

Happy JDRF Passenger

Monsalve has now won every race but one this year
in R5. It bears mentioning that he credits rival Steve
Parker for helping him get to where he is. Parker
sets his car up for him. Now that’s POC camaraderie. And speaking of camaraderie, by tacit
agreement all R5 drivers use only one set of new
Kumhos each weekend. You won’t find that rule in
the GCRs.
In the GT4 class, Cherniack qualified at the top, but
Tawfik once again dominated. A typically fast starter,
Tawfik passed four or five cars right after the drop of
the green flag. His secret is that he has learned to
recognize the sounds of the R5 polesitter’s car. So if
he’s back in the grid and can’t see the green flag
drop, he can tell when the race has started by the
roar of Monsalve’s engine—and he instantly guns it.
Tawfik also knows that the early 911s in the R5
class don’t have ABS and take longer to warm up
their front tires, so he can late-brake and pass some
of them in the first corners of the first lap. Using this
strategy, he was up on Cherniack’s rear bumper by
Turn 3, and he soon got past him with a gutsy pass
on the right going down the Corkscrew. Cherniack
held on for second again, and the third place finisher
was Vali Predescu.

Blair Chang
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Bill Fox Memorial Track Walk - Friday August 26, 2011

Sunday’s Red race started out promisingly enough,
with 20-year old Bryce Miller on the pole in a qualifying time of 1:31.801. Miller, a full-time student at
Chapman University, was driving his own 2011 Cup
car, and all one can say about that is his dad must
be a great guy. Young Miller, a racing prodigy with a
background in motocross and go-karts, had just
amassed a string of six victories in the Pirelli Cup
series. After five laps, Miller (whose car was also
surprisingly classified GT2) was maintaining a slight
lead over the one-two finishers from Saturday,
Goldman and Calvert-Jones. Meanwhile, a dozen
seconds behind, a cluster of GT2 and GT3 class cars
were duking it out. As this parade came out of Turn
3, Nick Richards lost control of his freshly tricked out
996 stripper. Dan Burnham, who was riding his tail,
promptly t-boned him, leaving both cars broken on
the track. Double yellows were flown while emergency vehicles came to tow the cars and make sure
Nick was OK (he was). But after a couple of laps the
cars had not yet been removed, and the race was
declared over. Another disappointing ending due to
time concerns.

Alexander in R2, and Jesse Menczer again in R3.
For Sunday’s Green race, the weekend finale, Shawn
Howard showed up driving Jeff Childers’ Spec
Boxster (BSR class) and promptly qualified on pole.
Here’s the kicker: Howard hadn’t raced all year. He
only does one race a year. But it doesn’t hurt that
he’s been racing motorized vehicles since 1980.

The overall winner of the shortened race was Bryce
Miller (GT2), who three weeks later would win the
GT3 Challenge at Laguna. Top class honors went to
Steve Goldman in GT1 (second overall), David
Calvert-Jones in GT-C4 (third overall), Guido Rietdyk
again in GTC-3, Bob Ehrman again in GT3, Neil

Dave Elliott (R6), who had qualified six hundredths of
a second behind Howard, beat him to the first corner,
but Howard quickly regained the lead and held it until
the race ended two laps prematurely because of -you guessed it -- lack of time. Yet another reminder
that track time at Laguna is precious, so don’t hold
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Peter Czajkowski

anything back early. Eric Oviatt, fighting tranny
problems, still managed to get second overall
and in BSR. Elliott, who was third overall,
again took the R6 win, and Paul Young repeated as the R7 podium-topper.
The weekend’s Time Trials went off without a
hitch thanks to the efforts of Dave Bruder and
Danielle Tavizon. The way these individual,
timed competitions work is each driver is
allowed two hot laps, and the best of the two
laps counts. Cup racers are allowed to submit
their race qualifying lap times instead of actually participating in the two-lap format, but if

John Armstrong

they choose this option their times cannot be
used to establish track records in their classes.
On Saturday there were 68 participants. Fast
Time of Day honors went to Steve Goldman in
his ’10 Cup car for his 1:31.161 Red race qualifying time.
On Sunday, Steve Goldman again garnered FTD
with a time of 1:32.581in his Red race qualifier.
Several drivers also broke track records in their
classes. In BSX, Drake Kemper did a 1:47.987,
shattering the old record by 2.736 seconds. In
KS, Brian Green’s 1:51.435 eclipsed the old
record by .116 second. And Fred Chin, driving a
V E L O C I T Y
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’10 GT3 RS, turned a 1:38.349 in NP class to beat
by half a second the record set just last year by
Jan Sussman.
By the time the weekend was over, there were
some bruised feelings between our club and track
management. For one thing, they don’t like us to
provide our own race stewards and course workers. For another, we feel that the sound enforcement policy is overly punitive. Many drivers had
invested time and money to get under the limit by
welding on pipes pointed to the left, knowing that
the permanent sound testing station is on the right
side of the track. But on Friday, management
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moved the testing spot temporarily to the left side,
which resulted in many black flags and frustrated
drivers scrambling for ways to lower their sound
levels. During the last Red group run of the day,
thirteen cars were found to be in violation of the
sound limit, and the entire session was terminated
halfway through. It was an expensive loss of track
time. But our annual pilgrimage to Laguna Seca
for charity has become a tradition we’d be reluctant to give up, so we hope to work out our differences before next year’s event.
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MAZDA RACEWAY

LAGUNA SECA CLASS PODIUMS

The POC and the Hope For a Cure Guild, supporting the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation (JDRF), would like to thank the following for donating to our charity auction
that raised approximately $40,000
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AUTO CLUB
SPEEDWAY
The WeT
‘n Wild WesT

Guido Rietdyk

by Guido Rietdyk • photos by Virtual Access Photo

Regan Steedman
The POC encampment moved from Mazda Raceway
Laguna Seca in August back to our So Cal backyard
playground at gorgeous Auto Club Speedway in
Fontana towards the end of September. The rule
makers decided that we’d been at this track plenty
of times over the last months, so we didn’t need a
Friday test session. We’d run Saturday and Sunday
only, and in hindsight that totally worked out. We
weren’t sharing the track with anyone else, so
between our White, Green, Orange, and Red run
groups, there was ample track time enjoyed by
everyone.
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The Saturday program started out with two practice
sessions among the race groups before the hardcore
qualifying laps began. For those that are new to the
POC race qualifying, the sessions are usually run in
split groups – first the faster cars, then the slower
cars – so every driver can enjoy multiple clean laps
without any “lappers.” This enables each driver to
focus on nailing their best possible qualifying lap time,
which determines the all-important starting position in
the grid come race time.
The racing weather gods were kind to us over the
weekend. Instead of beating down on us with the

usual Fontana Fire of 95-100 degrees, they granted us pleasant 75-80 temps, which made for outstanding driving conditions, and the fast times
recorded were clear proof of that.
When the Saturday Red race got underway, it was
the smoking hot cars of Dan Davis and Darren
Rushin dominating immediately. Between those
two cars there’s reportedly over 1,100 hp, so
everyone else in the Red group was familiar with
the drill: race for third. My race was marred by an
uncooperative electronics system that controls my
braking, so I was a traveling speed bump for most

of the contenders. A different experience, for sure.
The Dan Davis/Darren Rushin action up front was cut
short by Rushin dropping out of contention when he
spun on lap one before coming on to the oval. Davis
cruised to the win. Second place went to Dan Aspesi.
The real Red race battle was in the GT3 class
between John Gordon, Dan Burnham, and Bob
Ehrman who managed to swap positions more times
than seen in the Kamasutra! In the end, John Gordon
prevailed. This set John up for yet another nice
Yokohama tire prize by placing first in GT3 class
among five cars.
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The WeT ‘n Wild WesT

Mark Foley

Eric Olberz

The Orange race turned out to be one of the more
spectacular races we’ve witnessed in a long time.
An intense start-to-finish battle between Mike
Monsalve and Steve Parker gave all of us increased
respect for both of these skilled racers. Monsalve
out-qualified Parker by more than a second, which
would indicate a pretty tame run come race time, but
Steve Parker clearly had a different idea. Witnessed
by a large family contingent, Steve immediately
showed Monsalve he meant business by poking his
nose well past Monsalve’s passenger door going into
Turn 3 in lap one and was never really gapped after
that. Parker’s car seemed to be one of the few that
could match Monsalve’s straight-line speed coming
around the banking. And while Monsalve drove a
very clean race in the lead, on the last lap Parker
found a way around him just before the playground
for the eventual win.

The Green race was another episode of The Eric
Oviatt Show. He started on the pole, having qualified almost two seconds ahead of Leland McArthy,
and sprinted away from the entire field, eventually
building up a lead of over 10 seconds. It’s amazing how smooth he drives and how well he manages tires. Behind Eric there was some exciting
action between McArthy, Joel Lepoutre, and Regan
Steedman. It was Joel who managed to steadily
gain ground and eventually pass through the field
after a great back-and-forth with Leland. Clean
driving by both! Regan ran consistently to capture
fourth.

A real nail biter! And if that wasn’t enough, there
was an entertaining fight right behind Steve and Mike
between Tawfik Benabdeljalil, Steve Alarcon, and
Steve Vandecar, all putting on great displays of driv-

The Time Trial was run flawlessly with the few PDS
students on their way to their Time Trial licenses
getting the most out of the instruction and improving their times.
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ing skill. Multiple passes took place with Tawfik
managing to hold on to third place.

Steve Parker
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On Sunday, the track welcomed us with a steady
drizzle that put a bit of nervousness in the hearts of
some drivers. Soon enough, the blacktop dried up
and it turned out to be fast and tractable.
The Sunday races were as spectacular as
Saturday’s races with several highlights to report. In
the Green group, Eric Oviatt decided that just for fun
he’d start DFL. This way his race would be a helluva lot more fun and he’d be able to prove to the
competition that YES HE CAN! So he did. Plain and
simple. And he did it in the first lap. Man, can he
drive! But the real letdown was that he wouldn’t
manage to finish the race, and the win would go to
Joel LePoutre instead. Another honorable mention
goes out to Regan Steedman who raced her heart
out in the Pink #423 BSR. She went around the
outside in Turn 2 repeatedly to pass Mark Foley in a
very entertaining back-and-forth, giving her parents
fits as they proclaimed that none of her childhood
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soccer games ever were this intense! And her John
Deere Award-winning dad Jim Steedman knows a
thing or two about intense racing.
In Sunday’s Orange race we were all hoping for an
exciting replay of the Saturday race, which had been
so close. We got to witness a great race, but with
slightly different players duking it out. Monsalve again
led from the start with an early successful challenge
from Steve Parker. Monsalve took the lead back
quickly and then built a three second lead, never to be
challenged again. Parker and Tawfik engaged in a
battle that saw them swapping back and forth, with
dust flying in Turn 4 several times. Meanwhile, Steve
Alarcon watched it all, patiently planning a hostile
takeover that was put into action on the 10th lap when
he masterfully glided by both Parker and Tawfik in
lapped traffic around Turns 5 and 6. Even though
Parker tried a heroic pass back in Turn 11, it was too
little, too late and Alarcon chalked up a well-earned
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Brent Gokbudak

Darrin Rushin

second place behind Monsalve.
The Red race saw a slimmed down field of 16 cars.
Darren Rushin's #222 997 RSR had out-qualified
Dan Davis by 0.1 second at 1:38.032 to take the
pole, well ahead of everyone else. John Gordon,
Bob Ehrman, Duane "Cayman" Selby, and Dan
Burnham all qualified in 1:45, promising a tight
race. Due to my brake issue which prevented me
from qualifying, I started DFL in that 16th spot, but
now I was sporting fixed brakes courtesy of Dan
Aspesi's Speed Gallery magic. A cool experience!

Dan Davis managed to sneak past Darren to lead the
first four laps or so, when Darren set him up and
passed him skillfully. Darren wouldn't relinquish the
lead and held on to grab the checkered. John
Gordon and Bob Ehrman gave us an entertaining
back-and-forth swap-o-rama, trading places each of
the first five laps! In the meantime, there was a
melee at the Turn 3 to 4 bottleneck that caused
quite the dust-up between Burnham, Gordon and
Aspesi's Boxster Pocket Rocket. In the end, the
Boxster became shortened by at least a rear bumper,
which did NOT aid its aerodynamics much. . . .

Aspesi took it with a smile. Good man. Final standings showed Rushin, Davis, and Rietdyk going 1-2-3.
And so the sun set over the track, as folks packed up
their cars and their memories and headed home after
another superb POC event. Laurie Taylor's care and
help were awesome, as was the work done by Drew
Waterhouse and Carl Tofflemire as Event Masters.
Thanks to all!

Andrew Enz
V E L O C I T Y
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TIME TRIALS CLASS PODIUMS
Time Trial Class Podiums
Sept. 24, 2011
BSR
BSX
CSX
GP
GSR
GT1
GT2
GT3
GT4
GT6
GTC3
GTC4
HP
II
II
IP
JP
KI
MI
NI
NP
V1
V2
V3
V4

Sept. 25, 2011

Eric Oviatt
Nathan Johnson
Chad Elliott
Drake Kemper
Derek Kemper
Robert Lazar
Jason Huang
Chet Kolley
Michael Clark
Carolyn Pappas
Matthew Herrill
Darren Rushin
Dan Davis
Kenneth Hyman
Gunter Enz
Andrew Enz
Tawfik Benabdeljalil
Jeffrey Schmidt
Steve Vandecar
Mark Low
Sandy Isaac
Guido Rietdyk
George Arzente
Mike Hammond
Thomas Stone
Jose De La Cruz
Greg Morrell
Brent Gokbudak
Kurt Gokbudak
Patrick Brass
Martin Schacht
Donald Dickey
Arnulf Graf
George Meeker
Derek Lee
Clive Dawson
John Armstrong

1:54.300
1:56.557
1:59.279
1:59.566
2:04.360
2:06.292
1:57.164
1:58.965
2:02.062
2:06.062
2:05.610
1:38.167
1:38.614
1:47.474
1:48.894
1:49.562
1:49.562
1:51.344
1:51.428
2:10.078
2:11.630
1:49.870
1:42.565
1:57.579
2:09.397
2:09.915
2:00.658
1:57.193
1:58.675
1:59.618
1:58.876
1:55.312
1:59.229
1:48.471
1:56.654
1:57.576
1:49.887

Jeremy Bernath
John Manning
Brendan Shea
Steve Alarcon
Craig Trask
Bob Thacker
Dave Elliott
Mike Takaki

1:51.264
1:51.957
1:57.320
1:49.458
1:50.268
1:53.622
1:51.392
1:52.899

Eric Oviatt
Nathan Johnson
Chad Elliott
Drake Kemper
Derek Kemper
Randy Takaki
Jason Huang
Chet Kolley
Michael Clark
Carolyn Pappas
Matthew Herrill
Darren Rushin
Dan Davis

1:54.255
1:55.576
1:57.670
2:00.096
2:03.332
2:03.947
1:55.819
1:59.024
2:01.526
2:05.741
2:04.600
1:38.032
1:38.135

Gunter Enz
Andrew Enz
Tawfik Benabdeljalil
Steve Vandecar
Jeffrey Schmidt
Mark Low
Sandy Isaac

1:49.564
1:51.136
1:48.408
1:50.875
1:51.383
2:09.526
2:10.937

George Arzente
Mike Hammond
Thomas Stone

1:41.013
1:56.579
2:08.531

Greg Morrell
Brent Gokbudak
Kurt Gokbudak
Donald Neville
Martin Schacht
Donald Dickey
Arnulf Graf
George Meeker
Clive Dawson
Derek Lee
John Armstrong
Scott Craig
John Manning
Jeremy Bernath

2:01.525
1:56.763
1:58.043
1:58.817
1;57.427
1:56.824
1:56.391
1:50.311
1:56.132
1:57.339
1:49.525
1:55.501
1:51.409
1:52.573

Steve Alarcon
Craig Trask
Bob Thacker
Dave Elliott
Mike Takaki

1:49.428
1:51.124
1:52.616
1:52.854
1:53.499

RACE CUP
CLASS PODIUMS
Cup Race Class Podiums
Sept. 24, 2011

Sept. 25, 2011

BSR

Joel Lepoutre
Regan Steedman
Mark Foley
Darren Rushin
Dan Davis
Dan Burnham
Jonathan Levy
Jan Sussman
John Gordon
Bob Ehrman
Shahin Mobine
Tawfik Benabdeljalil
Vali Predescu
Bruce Wells
Steve Ruckmick
Guido Rietdyk
John Armstrong
Kent Harmon
Mike Monsalve
Steve Alarcon
Steve Parker
Dave Elliott
Mike Takaki
Brent Gokbudak
Keith Hulley
Rick Mills
Don Matz
Carolyn Pappas
Ted Frech
Glenwood Gum
Klaus Holthaus

GT1
GT2
GT3
GT4
GT5
GTC3
R3
R4
R5
R6
R7
R9
R9S
EX

Eric Oviatt
Joel Lepoutre
Leland McArthy
Dan Davis
Darren Rushin
Dan Aspesi
Jonathan Levey
Dan Burnham
John Gordon
Bob Ehrman
Duane Selby
Tawfik Benabdeljalil
Steve Vandecar
Bruce Wells
Steve Ruckmick
Guido Rietdyk
John Armstrong
Kent Harmon
Steve Parker
Mike Monsalve
Steve Alarcon
Dave Elliott
Mike Takaki
Vern Buwalda
Keith Hulley
Rick Mills
Marc Holthaus
Carolyn Pappas
Ted Frech
Glenwood Gum
Loren Beggs
Klaus Holthaus

Donald Dickey

The WeT ‘n’ Wild WesT

Patrick
Long

James Sofronas
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GT3 CUP EXPERIENCE
AT THE PORSCHE SPORT
DRIVING SCHOOL
by Michael Harley
photos by Michael Harley / Porsche Cars North America
Beads of sweat itch as they drip down the bridge of
my nose, but there is nothing I can do about it. My
hands are buried deep inside fire-resistant racing
gloves and my face is covered by a clear Lexan shield
sealing the front of my full composite racing helmet.
Waiting patiently for the signal from the pit crew, I
shake my head side-to-side but the movement is hindered by the nylon straps of the HANS device determined to keep my vertebrae stable. Eventually, the
salty drops fall and they are absorbed by the Nomex
balaclava resting against my chin.

Porsche Sport Driving School offers everything from oneday beginner-level "Precision" classes ($1,795) to threeday "Masters Plus" programs ($5,295). Students of all
talents learn in both classroom and on the track with
skidpad and circuit exercises in a variety of Porsches
including the Boxster, Cayman, 911 Carrera and
Cayenne. Instruction is led by Hurley Haywood, chief
driving instructor, who headlines a very talented team of
professional drivers including Jeff Purner, Cass
Whitehead, James Gue, Daniel Eastman, and Eric
Huffman.

Speakers in my foam earplugs crackle to life and a
broken voice tells me it is time to start the engine. I
had rehearsed this drill earlier in the day, so I use my
right hand to switch on the master power. After a
quick check to ensure the sequential gearbox is in
Neutral, my other hand reaches to the left side of the
carbon fiber dash and presses the start button. The
engine fires to life and settles down to a coarse growl.

Touted by Porsche as the "most advanced manufacturer
driving curriculum available in North America," the GT3
Cup Experience is an all-new pinnacle program that the
school has just launched. While open to the general
public, registrations are (understandably) only accepted
from those who have worked their way up the prerequisite ladder (completed the three-day Masters Plus,
Masters, Performance and Precision programs). The
school will also recognize an SCCA Regional, National
Competition Racing license or equivalent to meet the
minimum requirements and the price for the inclusive
two-day GT3 Cup Experience rings in at a cool $10,000.

Several pit monkeys line up behind the vehicle, resting
their hands on the rear wing, while the crew chief
stands in front of the hood holding up a gloved palm.
As the seconds tick by, I cinch my harness straps and
scan the LCD instrument panel one more time. The
voice in my ears cackles back with a simple, "Let's
go."
I take a deep breath, put the Porsche 911 GT3 Cup
car's gearbox into first gear and ease out the clutch. . .
The Porsche Sport Driving School was launched nearly two decades ago as the Porsche Driving Experience
at Road Atlanta Raceway (and at Sebring). The school
moved to its permanent home at the then-new Barber
Motorsports Park in Birmingham, Alabama, in 2003.
Today, the privately-owned facility boasts an impeccably-manicured 2.38-mile purpose-built road course
with 16 turns and over 80 feet of elevation changes,
not to mention being home to the Barber Vintage
Museum's motorcycle collection – the largest in the
world.
Headquartered at Barber, the factory-sponsored

While that's hardly chump change, the cost includes
track time with the 911 Turbo, GT3 street car and GT3
Cup race car – an immensely impressive trio with a
combined worth of about half-a-million dollars. Each of
those supercars cars is capable of hitting 60 mph in less
than four seconds and topping out in excess of 190
mph.
The day starts early. After meeting in the lobby just after
sunrise we're shuttled in a procession of Panameras to
the track about 40 minutes away. Brian Cunningham, a
Porsche driving instructor who's been at the track since
its inception, explains that the GT3 Cup Experience was
designed to offer students a taller rung on the ladder –
until now, those who had completed all of the school's
standard courses had nowhere to go.
Porsche sells a surprising number of its race-ready 911
GT3 Cup cars to private individuals who race them competitively. This new program allows owners, both

Fitted with a sequential six-speed gearbox, the clutch is used for take-off and downshifts.
To lessen the likelihood of a stall, the crew pushes the car out of the pits

prospective and current, to become qualified and
comfortable with the vehicle before venturing out on
their own. Of course, it also satisfies the dreams of
those who rock themselves to sleep at night with
thoughts of shifting Porsche's sequential six-speed
dog-leg gearbox at a screaming 8,500 rpm while
flying down the main straight.
Continental breakfast at the track is the first event,
followed by a chalk talk in the school's classroom.
The conversation is very brief, as it only covers
basics about the track itself and its unique corner
light system. There is no talk about flag colors, turnin points, how to apex or trail brake – if you're here,

you're well beyond the basics. You know the players,
you know the game and you know lifting mid-corner
means your first born is out of a college education.
To provide a one-to-one instructor-to-student ratio,
the GT3 Cup Experience class is deliberately small.
We break into small groups for one of three trackdriving exercises that will serve as our rotations
throughout the day: 911 Turbo, GT3 street, or GT3
Cup.
My first stint is in the stock GT3, a street-legal raceready 911 variant with a 3.8-liter flat-six rated at 435
V E L O C I T Y
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horsepower. With a curb weight of about 3,200 pounds,
and six-speed manual transmission, it will run to 60 mph
in about 3.8 seconds. Porsche has two GT3s on site –
one has stock Michelin Sport Cup tires, a well-respected
R-compound track tire, while the other is shod with
Michelin Pilot PS2 street rubber.

After a half-dozen hot laps, the PS2s start getting
overheated requiring me to adjust my line. Get sloppy and the GT3's stability control will slap your
wrists, but not until things have gone seriously
downhill. A natural track star, the street-legal GT3 is
unbelievably talented.

With an open-faced helmet strapped on my noggin and
an instructor belted in the passenger seat, lapping the
GT3 on the Barber circuit is pure bliss. Engineered and
tuned specifically for the track, the rear-engine, rearwheel-drive coupe dances lightly from corner to corner
with near-perfect steering and gobs of braking capability.

The Turbo is next on the list. Hanging out behind its
rear wheels is a twin-turbocharged 3.6-liter rated at
500 horsepower. With a PDK transmission, and
standard all-wheel drive, it will hit 60 mph in less
than three seconds. While the Turbo has an insane
amount of power, its curb weight of 3,516 pounds is

2 0 1 1
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Brief classroom instruction includes in-car video
so students know what to expect on the race circuit

Michael Harley receives an introduction to the Cup Car cockpit

At speed is the same silver car from the previous page — it is painted black on the reverse side

Wedged into the fitted seat, the crew helps a student harness in

a huge handicap. Thanks to its tenacious all-wheel
drive, the blown 911 is the quickest out of the hole
but slowest in the corners as it plows with varying
degrees of understeer. It's obvious this is a GT, not a
track star.
After stints in the street cars, it was time to be "fitted"
for the GT3 Cup race car. The 45-minute exercise
involves choosing a flame-resistant Nomex racing suit
and a full-face helmet with an accompanying HANS
(head and neck support) device to protect my head
and spine. Before the helmet goes on, sound-deadening foam earplugs with miniature speakers are
placed in each ear. A Nomex balaclava is recommended, while flame-resistant gloves and racing
shoes are required. Once suited, I'm led over to the
race car for more adjustments and some needed
instruction.
The 2011 Porsche GT3 Cup race car, the current iteration of the most successful race car ever produced,

is both wider and more powerful than last year's model.
Like all variants of GT3, it starts production on the same
Stuttgart, Germany assembly line as the standard 911
Carrera. However, while the street versions are fitted
with upholstery, sound deadening and Bluetooth phone
connectivity, the future race car leaves the factory as a
features-stunted bare chassis. In another facility, the
body-in-white GT3 Cup receives a naturally-aspirated
3.8-liter flat-six with dry sump lubrication. Rated at 450
horsepower, the engine is bolted to a sequential sixspeed dog-type gearbox (a dog box is more durable, and
has less transmission losses compared to a helical gearbox) with a racing clutch. A mechanically-locking rear
axle differential completes the driveline.
Each corner of the GT3 Cup features height-adjustable
suspension with dual coil springs and Sachs gas-pressure fixed-position dampers. The steering is handled by
an electro-hydraulic rack-and-pinion design. Front
brakes are six-piston fixed aluminum calipers over 15inch drilled iron rotors, while the rear features four-piston

fixed aluminum calipers over 14-inch drilled iron
rotors. There are race-compound pads in the
calipers, with ducting to keep the whole setup cool.
Forged, center-bolt, three-piece BBS wheels (9.5x18
front and 12x18 rear) are wrapped in Michelin
Porsche Cup N1 slicks (24/64-18 front and 27/6818 rear). The curb weight of the finished GT3 Cup is
just 2,646 pounds – an incredible 500 pounds
lighter than the GT3 street version.
The cockpit of the GT3 Cup – like the engine room
of an attack submarine – is all business. The creature-comforts of the GT3 street car are absent, leaving the steel panels of the monocoque coupe
exposed. The dashboard has been sliced clean on
each side. What remains makes room for the full
welded safety cage and a few strategically placed
fresh air vents. Primary instrumentation is a digital
Motec ADL2 dashboard with integrated data recording and there's a carbon-fiber racing seat, thinly
padded with flame-resistant upholstery, with the driv-

er held in place by a six-point Schroth racing harness.
A quick-release three-spoke suede OMP steering
wheel, with tilt-and-telescope function, features a
push-to-talk button (the microphone is embedded in
the driver's helmet), high beam, flasher and wiper
switches plus a red button to silence alarms. All other
controls, such as those for the main electrical, ignition
and fire suppression are relegated to the center stack,
which is nothing more than a flat black panel over the
stock console. The brake bias dial is to the right of
the steering wheel, while the start button is to the left
– as it always is on a Porsche.
After being fitted to a seat, I undergo a thorough introduction to the cockpit switchgear and safety equipment while seated in the driving position. Once complete, it's time to take orientation laps from the passenger seat to experience what the GT3 Cup can do
at the hands of a professional. It's a memorable ride,
but pales in comparison to what is about to come.

My turn to drive the GT3 Cup comes in the early afternoon. With the eagerness of a child heading to
Disneyland, I bound over to the garage and suit back up.
Parked in the hot pits, the racer is surrounded with a
Porsche support crew who helps me wiggle over the
cage and into the tight quarters of the bucket seat,
cinching down the four belts and attaching my communication cable. It takes several long minutes for the
team to triple-check tire pressures, reset data telemetry,
do a radio test and clear the track. I become more nervous and overheated with each passing moment. The
crew switches on an in-car fan, but I don't even feel a
breeze. Bound firmly in place by those six nylon straps,
my nose itches as big droplets of sweat drip off my
brow. The GT3 Cup is stationary, but my mind is already
racing.
I start the engine. "Let's go!"
The pit crew pushes on the back of the race car's fixed

ducktail to break inertia. It is a futile effort, as my
unfamiliarity causes me to release the clutch too
quickly and promptly stall the engine. The second –
this time successful – attempt involves much more
power and I clear the paddock. Throttle response is
touchy at crawling pit speeds, so the GT3 Cup bucks
and shakes in protest. Once clear of the pits, I
accelerate onto the track and any and all civility goes
right out the rear Lexan window.
Mirroring the mannerisms of the GT3 street car, the
GT3 Cup engine likes to spin quickly to its stratospheric 8,500 rpm redline. No sooner have I left the
track entry when the glowing light on the top of the
cluster tells me it is already time to shift. As
instructed, the blindingly-fast "no-lift" shifts are
accomplished by pulling back an inch on the tall
gearbox lever. It's incredibly unnerving at first, but
there's no need to lift off the throttle or depress the
clutch. The race-bred sequential transmission
prefers a very firm and deliberate hand. Treat it
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During a brief break in the action, one of the school's GT3 Cup Cars rests up on its jacks.

properly, and it rewards the driver with a solid kick to
the pants as it engages.
Downshifts are a bit trickier, but every bit as fast. The
clutch goes in (simply for longevity, not out of necessity), which signals the ECU to automatically blip the
throttle. The shift lever is simultaneously shoved forward an inch. The accompanying sound is horrifyingly mechanical, like something wallet-lightening is happening in the box, but the process is perfectly normal
and blazing at speed.
I conservatively tip-toe around the circuit for the first
few minutes, getting acquainted with the unworldly
direct steering feel, sensitive throttle and rock-hard
brake pedal. Strip out a vehicle's rubber bushings
and sound insulation and it's stunning how much
information is ascertained simply through seat-of-thepants vibration and gearbox noise. There's no need
to look at the speedometer or tachometer – you just
feel. . . everything.
My speed and confidence pick up with each lap. I
had decided early on that communication with the
instructor in the passenger seat would be through
hand signals (there's no way in Hell I was looking
down for the tiny "push to talk" button on the wheel).
I raise my right hand questionably, and Obi-Wan
Kenobi's reassuring words of encouragement are
piped through communication cables directly into my
ears. Under these conditions, it is very soothing to
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have someone in the right seat offering guidance.
After 15 minutes of constant instruction, I am getting the
hang of it. Unlike street cars driven on the track, which
seem to get lighter and lighter the faster they go, the GT3
Cup gets remarkably more stable and planted the harder
I push. Credit a ground-hugging stance, refined aerodynamics and that huge carbon-fiber wing slamming the
gummy racing slicks down on the asphalt. Where the
street-legal GT3 had me waiting for stability after a rise
on the track, the GT3 Cup sticks firm and I shift resolutely
at the top of a crest. Even the initially intimidating
sequential gearbox with its deafening shrill becomes intuitive.
Trusting the grip, I begin to brake later and later and later
into corners. The Cup car, like all four-wheel vehicles
driven at the limit, gets squirrely quickly if asked to turnin sharply while under hard deceleration. Too confident, I
overcook a corner (or two) and completely unsettle the
Porsche. More sweat is forced out of my forehead and
down the bridge of my nose. This only serves as additional proof that I still have a lot of learning to do.
At best, I am running seven-tenths. My laps in the GT3
Cup are faster than they were in the GT3 and Turbo earlier in the day, but I can feel the untapped capability in the
steering, brakes and grip. I'm not comfortable enough to
rotate the chassis or brake at the threshold. I simply
need more time to explore the limits of such a gifted
machine.
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Thirty minutes later, at the end of my run, I grudgingly pull into the hot pits and point the nose towards a
swarm of black-shirted pit crew. As they surround
the vehicle I put the gearbox into Neutral and kill the
ignition. The noise and vibration stop immediately.
I'm instantly returned back to reality, but the adrenaline is still rushing.
Situated in the middle seat of a Continental 757-200
five hours after leaving the cockpit of a 911 GT3 Cup
car, my body is still flooded with endorphins. I ignore
my fellow flight passengers, who steal both of my
armrests, and ponder the events over the past two
days. While I've never parachuted, bungee-jumped
or had an apple shot off my head with an arrow, I
imagine each of those thrill-seeking undertakings
pale when compared to the rush I felt behind the
wheel of a proper Porsche race car. I've been tracking cars for more than a decade, but none of the
experiences have ever been as exhilarating – or as
educational – as piloting a podium-winning purebred
on a professional racing circuit.
For more information, check out:
http://www.porschedriving.com
Michael Harley is a professional automotive journalist. He attended the GT3 Cup Experience at the
Porsche Sport Driving School earlier this summer
while on assignment with Autoblog.com.
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POC GENERATION NEXT (in alphabetical order): Don Adams, David Amaral, Kwok Wai Chung, Dinan Evan Clark, Scott
Clark, David Crandon, Sean Douglas, India Favell, David Friermor, Mary Ann Friermor, Lauren Gokbudak, Tigran Guledjian,
Bart Hale, Richard Kline, David Konell, Vien Le, Mark Low, Rosie Marcy, Scott Marshall, Richard McLeod, Tony Moradian,
Mike Post, Robert Primes, Tamara Rubel, Joel Silverstein, Jack Skeels, Alan Smith, Eric Tung, David Tung

Elisa Bakhshi

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

PDS DRIVERS CLINIC
I am always amazed at the energy swirling around
PDS Drivers Clinic weekends. These events attract
many new members and are filled with excitement, pride of accomplishment, and a hunger for
more. Fear, trepidation, and a lack of confidence
sometimes enter into the equation. Occasionally,
over-confidence sneaks in.
I’ve seen instructors beam with satisfaction as
they share their love of driving with students who
get smoother and faster. There is nothing like the
smile on a student’s face after a particularly good
lap session.
I touched base with several new members and
one newly licensed PDS driver at the Drivers Clinic
#2/PDS #10 event. Here are some of their
impressions:
DALE CUNNINGHAM is a new member and this
was his first PDS event. Dale drives a 2002
Porsche C4S:
“I had a great time. Previously, I experienced two
days at the Porsche Driving School in Alabama
and numerous driving events with PCA. I must
say that I learned more in one day with the
Porsche Owners Club than any other event I have
attended. Every single instructor was very helpful
I 32 I

and enthusiastic about working with me.
The exercise that helped me improve my driving skills
the most was the skid pad. Learning to take my car
to the limit of spinning out was an eye-opener. The
fun and excitement of learning this new skill was
almost an overload for my senses. My instructor on
the laps portion of the day was also very helpful, and
I know that as a result, my lap times have improved.”
AARON LOPEZ is a new member. This was his first
PDS event. Aaron shared Derek Kemper’s ’99
Boxster BSX:
“I was under the impression that I was tagging along
for the weekend to Willow Springs simply to watch
my buddy Derek Kemper attempt to keep his BSX
shiny-side up. As soon as we arrived at the raceway,
Derek began introducing me as, ‘This is Aaron, he
wants to race.’ ‘Well,’ I thought, ‘I guess plans just
changed.’
“Racing cars is something I have always wanted to
do, but I never did anything about it. I never thought I
would be on a track with an assortment of such gorgeous Porsches as the ones driven by POC members.
That was the second thing that really caught me off
guard. It was thrilling to see Porsches being driven
as they were intended to be. I quickly realized that

not all Porsche owners drive their cars for the
same reason, but the members of the POC seem
to understand the spirit of these cars. I am grateful for having been introduced to a great PDS program through my friend’s support and generosity.
I received excellent instruction and I will definitely
be back. Hopefully, I’ll be able improve my shifting. . . .”
SEAN DOUGLAS is a new member. This was
Sean’s first PDS event. Sean drives a 2006
Corvette ZO6:
“I showed up Saturday morning not really knowing
what to expect. How would I be received bringing
my Z06 to a Porsche Owners Club event? I can
honestly say I was completely surprised by how
well I was treated by everybody, including the
good-natured joking about my orange car in the
morning meeting. All the POC members I met are
great people who are passionate about cars and
their pursuit of being an excellent driver/racer.
“The instructors at the clinic seemed top-notch.
The event was incredibly organized, and the people running it created an atmosphere that was
both very fun and very focused. It was perfect for
guys like me who want to learn how to drive our

by Andrew D. Weyman • photos by Margie Takaki and Virtual Access Photo

ing it all together as the ‘lead and follow’ speeds
picked up, the Clinic delivered.

cars to their potential!
“The in-car training they put us through were amazing learning tools. On the skid pad, we were encouraged to push our cars to the limit and get them loose
to better understand car control and throttle steering.
That was a blast and really challenging. The hard
accelerating followed by hard braking and having to
dive between cones and then back on the gas, all
while keeping your car right where you want it, was
a thrill. There were many other exercises. Most of
the time we each had an in-car instructor guiding
and challenging us the whole way.
“Unfortunately for me, I had a large chunk of rubber
come off my front right tire at the end of the clinic on
Saturday. That kept me from returning on Sunday,
but I did get a few lead/follow laps before I had to
pack it in. I am officially hooked on these events and
can’t wait ‘til the next one!”
DAVE BUCKHOLZ is a newly licensed PDS member.
Dave drives a 1996 Porsche 993:
“The recent POC Drivers Clinic held at the Streets
was yet another ‘pure adrenalin’ experience.
Whether finding your car’s limit, then snapping it
loose on the skid pad, testing your threshold braking
skills against ‘mom and the baby carriage,’ or bringV E L O C I T Y
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“There are so many people I want to thank for
making this possible, but I’ll start with the instructors. As a rookie, their coaching is priceless, their
encouragement is contagious (thanks for the high
fives Andrew), and their commitment to our club
is obvious. The Clinic held extra special meaning
to me. Getting instructor Steve’s signature on my
PDS student card completed the necessary
events for my license! It was 11 months ago at
Auto Club Speedway in Fontana that I drove in my
first PDS. Being a POC member has been a
blast.
“My son accompanies me to all the events. He’s
an important member on my two man crew and
the team photographer. He just asked me yesterday if the POC will be around when he’s ready
to drive and what type of starter car should he
get. I told him of course it will and that he and I
will race together. He wants a Boxster BSR like
Eric Oviatt so he can kick my butt. I love it.
“My wife has gotten the POC bug as well. She
has now joined me twice for the haul up to
Palmdale. Track temps at her first visit were
around 173 degrees. That quickly sparked a con-

versation about getting a comfortable track day
trailer with AC and a refrigerator. I doubt that’s
gonna happen any day soon but I can guarantee
you that my family will be at the Speedway in
October.
“I want to say thanks again to Laurie for keeping
the club running smoothly and a hello to the
427 Muscle ‘Vette who smoked his tires off –
hope to see you again.”
SCOTT AND EVAN CLARK are father and son.
Both are new members and this was their first
PDS event. Scott drives a 2008 C4 and Evan
drives a 1998 BMW e36 M3:
“Evan and I have attended a number of private
track events over the last few years. With each
event we felt a mixture of excitement and trepidation. Our skill level grew and so did our thirst
for more action. Over the years, we’ve watched
several of our friends’ races at events sponsored
by NASA and VARA. The sights, the smell, and
the sounds were intoxicating. The racing also
was scary fast.
“Which organization should we join? We knew
several people at NASA and VARA and they
encouraged us to join their groups. We didn’t
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POC • MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
JOIN NOW! For a nominal annual membership fee, you can enjoy the POC’s
publications and receive discounts to all events and at many participating dealers.
Make check payable to and mail to: Porsche Owners Club -- Membership
Box 727, 14252 Culver Drive, Suite A, Irvine CA 92604 949-360-6475

Active

OUR COVER ARTIST
ALAN SCOTT GREENE
Alan Scott Greene always noticed the art around him and looked at life
through the focal point of a lens. “You just have to pay attention and you will
see art. It’s everywhere and in everything.” His early studies at the Art
Institute of Chicago provided him with the framework to see and translate
those visions into expressions of color. His surreal “Starman” art series was
exhibited at the Chicago Art Institute, School of Art.

New Renewal

A registered Porsche owner. Receive all mailings
and is considered a full member.

$95.00

AssociAte
The spouse, child, parent, sibling, or other designee of
an active or non-Porsche member. One per member only.

$25.00

NoN-poRsche
A non-Porsche owner who wishes to participate in POC
activities. Receives all mailings, plus member rates at events. $95.00

Name .............................................................................................................................
Street ..............................................................................................................................
City .................................................................................................................................
State ...............................................................................................................................
Zip ....................................................................................................................................
Occupation ......................................................................................................................
Birth Date ........................................................................................................................
Telephone [Home] .................................... / .....................................................................
Telephone [Business] ................................ / .....................................................................
E-Mail ..............................................................................................................................
Referred by ......................................................................................................................
Membership Number ......................................................................................................
(If renewal)

Associate’s Name .......................................................................................................
Birth Date .......................................................................................................................
Telephone [Home] .................................... / ...................................................................
Telephone [Business] .................................... / ...............................................................
E-Mail .............................................................................................................................
Membership Number .....................................................................................................

The year was 1970 and Porsche had just introduced the 914. This affordable
entry-level model gave Greene his first opportunity to own a Porsche at the
early age of 18. “I never had to replace the brake pads because I barely ever
used them,” claims Alan. “The 914 was not terribly fast, but it sure handled
like a dream.” Over the years, Greene has owned a number of Porsches. He
currently drives a 993 Riviera Blue Cabriolet that he occasionally runs in the
STS series at Willow Springs. “Porsches should be brightly colored like
candy,” says Greene. His first 911 was a canary yellow Targa. . . . Go figure.

A red (Arnulf Graf) white (Patrick Brass) and blue (Eric Oviatt) tribute to 9/11

Greene’s interest in photography rekindled in 2005 when he purchased his
first Digital SLR camera. Rocky Nook Publishing, specializing in how-to photographic books, chose one of Greene’s photographic images to grace the cover
of a book on digital photography. As a direct result, Greene found himself
working on different marketing projects that incorporated his unique skills,
while creating visually striking presentations for his growing clientele.
Alan’s artistic skills and overall sense of color translated to the computer easily. He found he could use his photographs as rough layer sketches, then virtually paint the images electronically with his “magic wand.” That magic wand
is a Wacom artist’s tablet that serves as his paint brush and interface with the
programs and proprietary techniques he has developed over time. During this
period Greene was coordinating Sunday morning Porsche fun-runs around
Southern California with fellow Porsche owners and enthusiasts. Many of
Greene’s friends who owned exotic cars saw his art and began commissioning
him to create artwork of their cars.
Over the last six years, Greene has developed an international following and
has had his automotive art featured in art galleries, on magazine covers, in
advertising, at automotive specialty houses, auto dealers, on-line automotive
art websites, and at automotive events around Southern California, where his
art is represented by PML -- The Market Letter for Porsche Automobiles -- an
internationally recognized Porsche website. Greene has been commissioned
by exotic car enthusiasts, race teams, and celebrities from automotive racing,
baseball, football, and basketball. His art hangs in many homes, custom luxury garages, offices, and various retail and restaurant establishments. Greene
has shipped his art around the globe. Thomas Dupont of the Dupont Registry
just took delivery of one of Greene’s pieces. “Mr. Dupont has seen just about
everything in the way of automotive photography and art, so this is especially
gratifying for me,” said Greene.
Greene suggests to POC members that if you are thinking of giving the gift of
a commissioned “ASGwerk” for a friend, loved one, or for yourself, you should
provide him with ample lead time. Getting your order in early is highly recommended. You can see many of his works and find additional information on
his website at http://www.ASGsportwerks.com.

Nelson Algaze

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
know anyone at the POC, but I drove a Porsche, so I
thought why not give it a shot. So Evan and I came
out to Pomona Fairground to watch a PDS event and
talk to everyone. The instructors were friendly and
willing to share their knowledge/experiences. That’s
encouraging, we thought. The members we met
stressed the strength and depth of the drivers training/education program, and while they admitted it
would take comparatively longer than other racing
organizations, we would reap the benefits. That
struck a chord with us. By the end of that day, we
knew without equivocation, the POC was the place
for us. It didn’t hurt that one of the instructors drove
an e46 M3 and encouraged Evan that his e36 M3
would be welcome.

(If renewal)

WWW.PORSCHEOWNERSCLUB.ORG
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“I was concerned about getting up early enough
Saturday morning to be at Streets of Willow by 7
a.m., so we elected to come out Friday night. Much
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to my surprise and delight, my 20-year-old night owl
son was up and ready to go the next morning. We
were happy to see that the club was concerned
about our safety and insisted Evan and I have our
cars inspected before we started the day’s events.

compared our instructors’ backgrounds and were
dumbfounded by the level of talent. We couldn’t
believe that the guys we’ve been watching race on
TV and Youtube.com were actually sitting in our cars
instructing us.

“After the morning meeting our first event was the
skid pad where we drove around in a big circle.
What a stupid idea, I thought! I’m going to burn out
my tires for nothing. OK, so now we know what
throttle steering is. . . wow, was that fun!

“To be honest, we really had no expectations about
the POC other than it seemed to have a good PDS
program and the members were friendly. In our
minds, the longevity of, and participation by, its very
talented members speak volumes about the quality
of the organization. We’re excited to be part of the
POC and look forward to the next PDS event.”

“For the rest of the events we let the
experts/instructors develop our driving skills and
confidence. The instructors weren’t going through
the motions to earn their year-end driving points,
but really worked with us to make sure we understood our mistakes and the consequences of our
actions on the track. After each event Evan and I

2 0 1 1

Making a good first impression is important. The
PDS Driver’s Clinic is a great introduction to what
the POC is all about. Just ask our members.
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MY NOVICE EXPERIENCE
PDS #10 The Streets of Willow
Craig Booth

Paul Romero

India Favell

by Paul Romero • photos by Virtual Access Photo
It all started in January, 2011 when my good
friend Ignacio Iturbe talked me into my first
autocross. So there I was, in Qualcomm stadium’s
west parking lot, and I could not get enough. It
was a blast! A fulfilling experience, to say the very
least.
After a few autocrosses and DEs with the PCA, I
was wondering what else I could to do in the
motorsports world. I received some good advice
from Martin Reinhart who recommended I check
out the Porsche Owners Club web page –
porscheclub.com. The Performance Driving Series
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sounded very interesting, so I signed up.
My first POC event was at the Streets of Willow.
Previously I had been driving a 2003 996 C4S. At
the Auto Club Speedway in Fontana at a PCA DE, I
had a slight spin that sent me off the track and
ended up costing me a bit of money. So I had been
wondering what was the best way to drive a Porsche
on the track while keeping my costs down. The solution was to buy a 944 with a racing suspension
setup.
So I find myself in the PDS drivers meeting at Streets

of Willow meeting my instructor, John Heldman.
He explains the track to me and off we go.
As we do a few laps I start to get the hang of it.
John is very good at giving me the race line.
Before I know it, the first session is over. We go
to paddock and discuss the laps, apex approaches, and speeds entering and exiting the turns.
All good.
Now it’s the second session, and we are entering
the big bowl turn, trying a new line, and I take it
a bit too fast. All bad. We are suddenly off-

little chicane after the straight. I catch a piece of dirt
and do a 180 but we stay on the track. John turns
to me and says, ”Good save! Well done!” I’m thinking, thank God I’m still on the track! I “put both feet
in” just like I was taught, clutch and brake, and it
really works!

roading, and I’m quickly introduced to the plastic
barriers near the fence, which I’d never seen
before and hope not to see again any time soon.
Once the cloud of dust and my pulse settle down,
I wait for the flag man to wave me back on. I get
the black flag and go down to the pit area and am
told to not do that again. Good advice which I
plan on taking. Later, John and I discuss what
went wrong, and it is a valuable learning experience.

At the end of the day, during the awards ceremony, I
talk to John. We debrief and I learn a lot about driving and the PDS.

During the afternoon session, I learn about John’s
sense of humor. After the bowl turn, we get to the

Presently I have completed the PDS sign-off, await
my PDS license, and look forward to the Time Trials.
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I have met a number of POC members, including
my other excellent instructors Dennis Bennett
and Paul Friedman, who are always happy to
answer questions and help me out. Special
mention must go to Don Neville who sold me his
944 GSR recently. I had to retire my old 944
due to a problem with a rod in Pomona.
My entry into the world of high performance driving via the POC has been exciting, challenging,
and at times difficult, but with the support,
camaraderie, and friendship I’ve received from
my fellow drivers I look forward to a long, fast,
safe road ahead.
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PDS #10 CLASS PODIUMS

Aaron Lopez

Bob Primes

Robert Buchheit
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